Dear Parent(s) / Guardian(s)

INFORMATION PRIVACY AND SECURITY PERMISSION REQUIRED TO USE PHOTO-GRAPHS / VIDEO FOOTAGE / DIGITAL IMAGES OF STUDENTS AT TAMREY PRIMARY SCHOOL.

The Department of Education & Training, Information Privacy and Security Policy and Procedures, cover the use of personal information, and in particular, that the persons providing confidential information have the right to know how it will be used.

It is important to note that this policy also relates to the use of students / staff stills / video footage / digital images and any other means of electronic communication.

Parents / Guardians are asked to complete the permission slip below. Publications utilised by Tambrey Primary School are as noted on the permission slip. If you have any concerns please contact Mr Jeremy Shepherd, Principal, on 9144 2020.

I, ______________________________ do/do not give permission for my son/daughter _______________________ of Year __________ to appear in digital images of still photographs associated with:

* Tambrey Tabloid Newsletter—local distribution, website  
* Tambrey Primary School—Internet and Intranet Websites—global distribution  
* Tambrey Primary School Year Book—school distribution  
* Media Outlets:  
  ° North West Telegraph—Pilbara distribution, website  
  ° West Australian Newspapers—State distribution  
  ° Pilbara Classies—local distribution  
  ° Golden West Network—State distribution  
  ° ABC Television—Australia wide distribution  
  ° WIN Television—State distribution

SIGNED:____________________________________________________________________ DATE:___________________
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